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Theoretical studies of the sodium cation binding and the isotope hydration effects on the static model compound 
B-DNA have been qualitatively elucidated by using empirical potential energy functions. In the first place, the 
sodium cations bound to phosphate anions and their hydration scheme have been optimized and have given a 
reasonable agreement with other theoretical resets and experimental studies. In the second stage, the isotope 
effect on the hydration through the substitution of D2O for HgO has been carried out by the same procedure. 
The stabilization of B-DNA has been explained and compared in terms of the sodium cation binding to phosphate 
anions and its hydration in both cases of H2O and D2O.

Introduction

The effect of environmental factors including metal cation 
binding and the hydration plays important roles in many 
aspects of biopolymers. Especially metal ions are considered 
as a key activator widely in biological processes like trans
cription, translation1, and replication, and responsible for 
catalytic activities of enzymes.2-4

Interactions of metal ion with n니cleic acids and their 
constituents to a some extent have been investigated.5"7 
Effects of Na+ and Mg허' ions on the helix-coil transition 
of DNA&9 and dielectric relaxation10 have been reported. 
But only simple cases of interactions between metal cation 
and phosphat e or dimethylmonophosphate anion and its 
hydration have been studied by ab initio self-consistent 
fi이d molecular orbital methods.11-13 And a few Monte Carlo 
(MC) simulations have been performed for the hydration 
of the phosphate group of DNAM. Isotope effect on the 

hydration tends to stabilize not only native protein confor
mations but also the helical forms of micleic acids15. Hence 
D2O substitution lowers the optical absorbance and raises 
the melting temperature (Tm) values thereby indicating in
creased helical stability of DNA16-19 and Z-RNA20.

From the theoretical point of view, we have carried out 
the hydration scheme of the static model compound B- 
DNA21 and z-RNA22 without considering counter ion effect. 
Although in this computation the temperature parameter 
has not considered, we have obtained the reasonable hy
dration sites and the stabilization energies due to the hy
dration, which are in agreement with experimental studies 
and ab initio self-consistent field molecular orbital calcula
tions.

In this paper, we shall elucidate the sodium cation 
binding scheme of phosphate anions and also incorporated 
나le isotope effect on the hydration of B-DNA by using 
empirical potential energy functions. The computations 
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have been limited for 사le model B-DNA including cations 
to the presence of water in their first hydration shell and 
also the temperature parameter is not condidercd.

Procedure

The Method. The methods for the optimization of the 
sodium cation binding, its hydration Sieme, and the sta
bilization energy due to binding, its hydration scheme, and 
the stabilization energy due to the hydration follow the 
gener지 formula presented by Perahia et al?1 The interac
tion energies have been obtained by using the potential 
energy functions by Caillet and Claverie23-24 that are com
posed of three long-range contributions (electrostatic, 
polarization and dispersion) and a short-range repulsive 
term. The nature of energy functions and their parameters 
are discussed elsewhere,21-24

(1) Electrostatic Energy: The net atomic charges of the 
model compound are calculated from Renugopalakrishnan 
et o/.25 and refs 26 and 27. It is assumed that the dielectric 
con아ant of this system is unity and the net charge of 
sodium ion is to be +1. The net charges for H2O and 
D2O obtained from 하)e geometrical data,28

(2) P이arization Energy: The polarization energy of a 
molecule is evaluated as the sum of its surrounding atomic 
polarization contribution, where the mean polarizability of 
each atom is calculated from bond polarizabilities29 accord
ing to the weight of the number of electrons23. The mean 
polarizability for sodium cation is obtained from the 
experimental value30.

(3) Dispersion and Repulsive Energies: The expression for 
the dispersion and the repulsive energies is described as 
the sum of the atom-atom dispersion and repulsive terms31. 
The van der Waals radii of atoms are taken from Bondi32, 
while the value of sodium cation is calculated as 1.29 A 
from Davis method33 by using its polarizability. The modi
fication of the repulsive term in ref 21 due to the atomic 
electron population is neglected for sodium cation. The 
multiplicative factor in ref 21 for sodium cation is obtained 
as 2.86 from the experimental result34 and 1.07 is used for 
deuterium from the heat of vaporization of D235.

(4) The Case of the Hydrogen Bond: As the intera어ion 
due to the hydrogen bond is significant in eqiuliblium 
distance and nature in itself, the simple analytical behaviour 
in the dispersion and repulsive energy function has been 
refined according to the distance. In this work, we have 
used，4' = //4.72, C' = C72.8 and " = 13.83 for D2O which 
agree with other works?5*28, where A, C and a are equal 
to 0.24 kcal/mol. 4.7 X104 kcal/mol and 12.35, as in refs 
21 and 22.

The Model Compound of B-DNA. To inve어igate the 
sodium cation binding and the isotope effects on the hy
dration of the B-conformation of DNA, a model compound 
representing a portion of the B-form of DNA is chosen 
as the same as that of Perahia et M가 and presented in 
Figure 1. It is constituted of an antiparallel double minihelix 
with three monomer units in each strand. The 5,~3, strand 
consi아s of C5，P3，G5，P3，C and the second strand carrying 

the complementary bases. The sugar units are designated 
successively by S,2, 53, the phosphate groups by P and 

P'，and the bases by C, G and Each atom is designat
ed by its notation in 나le monomer unit followed by the 
designation, with paremhesis, of the unit to which it belongs 
(巳g N7(0 denotes the N7 atom of the base G.).

The cartesian coordinates of this model compound have 
been obtained from the cylindrical coordinates provided by 
Arnott et al.36 with refined X-ray diffraction data from 
the crystalline fiber of B-DNA.

Determination of the Hydration Scheme of B-DNA and 
Evaluation of the Stabilization Energy Due to the Hydration. 
The optimum positions of sodium cation bound to phos
phate anions have been determined from the known coor
dinates of three successive atoms, a distance between 
sodium cation and one anion of phosphate group and 
their dihed ral angle. The geometrical location of water 
molecule with respect to 바】e model compound is described 
as the same as in ref 21. The cartesian coordinates 
of sodium cation and the water m이ecule can be obtained 
by the computational method developed by Thompson37 
with these geometrical parameters.

The probable hydration sites have been e어abli아led succes- 
siv이y for each water m이ecule until no more water molecule 
can be located by a dire아 binding to the model compound. 
And we have optimized the locati아is of sodium cation and 
bound water molecules by minimizing the interaction ener- 
gies with 나｝e variation of parameters simultaneously by 
랺sing a quasi-Newton technique suggested by Fletcher38.

The stabilization energy due to the hydration has been

Figure 1. Notations for the mod이 comp。나nd.
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evaluated by comparing the internal interaction energies 
between the different groups of the esseniial subunits of the 
model compound in Figure 1 in its non-hydrated and hyd
rated states. In cases in which a wafer molecule is involved 
in two hydrogen bonds, it is considered as a part of the 
subunit to which the binding is the stronger of the two. 
The hydrated model compound is considered as a 'static 
supermolecu1e\ a unique entity formed by the substrate 
and water molecules of the first hydration shell. The opti
mization processes for D2O are the same as those for H2O.

Results and Discussion

We have optimized the locations of total seventeen water 
molecules, which are projected along the helical axis in 
Figure 2. The optimized coordination distances between 
sodium cation and oxygen atoms and the interaction ener
gies of sodium cation and the substrate have been shown 
in Table 1 and Ta비e 2.

Na* Binding to Phosphate Group and Hydration Scheme. 
It has been turned out that the minor groove sodium cat
ion is bound to four water molecules in octahedral coor
dination by X-ray crystallographic results on sodium aden- 
y1y1-3\5?-uridine hexahydrate (ApU)39 and sodium g니anylyl 
-3\5,-cytidine nonhydrate (GpC)40. Thus we have consi
dered sodium cation to be octahedrally coordinated, and 
optimized the locations of sodium cations and the hydration 
scheme ar。니nd them according to the aforementioned tech
nique. This theoretical hydration scheme is in general 
agreement with infrared studies of Falk et ^/.41>42 which 
indicate the fixation of 4-6 water molecules at the phos-

Figure 2. Projection along the helical axis of the model 
compound indicating the locations of the water molecules of 
the first hydration shell.

phate group of DNA.
The optimum average distances Na+--*O (water) and 

…O (phosphate anion) arc 2.44 A (2.43 A for D2O) 
and 2.18 A, respectively, and in good agreement with the 
average cation-oxygen bond lengths observed in crystals 
containing polycoordinated sodium cation39-40-43*44 and ab 
initio self-consistent field molecular orbital calc니
The interaction energies between sodium cation and its 
coordinated waters are shown in Table 3, and its average 
value for Na+…HQ is —20.8 kcal/mol which is a reasonable 
value com pared with the experimental result34. For 
Na+…DQ system we obtained —21.2 kcal/mol.

The remaining two water molecules, W15 and W16, are 
bound between oxygen atoms in phosphate and sugar 
흥roups, and their binding energies are —11.3 kcal/mol 
and —13.3 kcal/mol, respectively, which are similar to the 
values in ref 21, and in the deuterated cases we have 
obtained —11.4 kcal/mol and —13.8 kcal/mol, respectively.

The hydration scheme of nucleosides of this model com- 
po나nd is nearly similar to that of Perahia et al.21 but one 
additional water molecule W17 attached to Oz(C') whose 
interaction energy is —13.1 kcal/mol and —13.6kcal/mol 
for H2O and D2O, respectively. But the binding energies of 
W10 and W12, —12.0 kcal/mol and —8.3 kcal/mol. respec
tively, arc less than those in ref 21. This may be explained 
by the influence of the bound water molecules around so-

TABLE 1: The Optimized Coordination Distances between Sodium 
and Oxygen Atoms (The Values in Parentheses are for D2O)

Ligand atom Distance(A)

Na⑴ O (F) 2.18
Na(l) O (Wl) 2.42 (2.44)
Na⑴ O (W2) 2.42 (2.44)
Na(l) O (W3) 2.41 (2.41)
Na(l) O (W4) 2.47 (2.44)
Na(2) O (P ) 2.18
Na(2) O (W5) 2.4t (2.38)
Na(2) O (W6) 2.42 (2.42)
Na(2) O (W7) 2.46 (2.64)
Na(2) O (W8) 2.46 (2.43)

Average Na-O (W) distance; 2.44 (2.43)

TABLE 2: The Interaction Energies of Sodium and the Substrate 
(Units in kcal/mol)

Epo] Edsp Erep 아

Na (1) -151.7 一 34.2 -11.9 35.2 -162.6
Na (2) 一 146.5 — 33.7 -11.8 34.6 一 157.4

TABLE 3: Interaction Energies between Na+ and Its Coordinated Waters (Units in kcal/mol)

Ec Epc I Ed叩 ETep ^"average

Na(l)-(H2O)4 -66.2 -23.9 一 9.3 16.9 -82.5
Na(2)-(H2O)4 一 67.5 -24.0 -93 17.2 -83.6 -166.1 -20.8
Na(l)-(D2O)4 -67.0 -25.7 -9.8 18.3 -84.2
Na(2)-(D2O)4 -67.7 一 25.3 一 9.4 17.2 -85.2 -169.4 — 2\.2
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TABLE 4: Interaction Energies between the Different Groups of the Model Compound in Their Hydrated (Left-Hand Triangle) and 
Non-hydrated (Right-band one) States (Units in kcal/mol)

51 C P 52 G S3 C

SI 5.8 -13,7 3.0 -0.7 -3.9 1.9 -1.3
c 1.0

(0.9)
-9.7 1.4 -14.7 -2.2 0.9 -0.1

p -14.3 
(-14.4)

-10.4 
(-10.5)

一 13.6 一 2.2 7.8 -3.2 2.4

S2 3.3
(3.3)

1.4
(1.4)

一 14.7 
(-14.9)

—0.8 一 14.2 2.4 2.4

G -6.4
(-6.6)

-17.8
(-18.0)

-2.8
(-2.9)

-1.6 
(-1.7)

一 2.3 一 1.6 -9.8

Pl -3.7
(-3.6)

-2.0
(-2.0)

5.5
(5.4)

一 14.3 
(-14.0)

-7.0
(-7.3)

-11.7 -1.1

S3 1.9 
(L9)

1.0 
(1.0)

-3.2 
(-3.2)

2.3
(2.3)

-1.5
(-1.7)

-13.0
(-13.1)

5.3

Total-78.3
Cr -1.4 

(-1.5) 
Total

0.4
(0-4)

-110.5

2.0
(2.1)

(一 122.5)

一 3.4 
(~3.8)

-20.0
(-20.3)

-4.0
(一3.7)

2.5
(2.1)

TABLE 5: The Interaction Energies of Sodium Cations and the Phosphate Groups (Units in kcal/mol)

Eel Edsp Erep

Na(l)-F' -134.2 一 52.4 一 12.2 36.0 -162.8
Na(2)-P -128.4 -50,7 -11.5 34.2 一 156.4

diurn cation and W17 bound to O2 (C‘)，respectively. Also, 
we have obtained —12.2 kcal/mol and — 9.0kcal/m이 for 
the deuterated W10 and W12. In this work, we have opti
mized the reasonable number of water molec니es interact
ing with the bases (1-2 with cytosine, 3-4 with guanine), 
which is in agreement with result of ultrasonic study45.

Stabilization of the Model Compound B-DNA Due to So
dium Cations and Hydration. The interaction energies be
tween the different groups (sugars, phosphates and bases) in 
both their hydrated and non-hydrated 아ates are presented 
in Table 4 (the values in parentheses correspond to those 
for D2O). We have considered each sodium cation as a 
part of phosphate groups P and P. The left-hand triangle 
of the table concerns the hydrated state and the right-hand 
one, the non-hydrated one.

In the case of non-hydrated 마ate of Na+-B-DNA, there 
is a decrease of the interaction energy between the different 
groups in the order of 64 kcal/mol compared with B-DNA 
in ref 21, which has mainly from the interaction between 
phosphate group and the other ones, i.e., the decrease of 
the electrostatic and the polarization energies due to cation 
binding. But the model compound of Na+-B-DNA*is con
sidered to have another contribution to the stabilization 
compared with B-DNA, which is the binding energies of 
sodium cations to phosphate groups. In Table 5, these 
interaction energies are represented. Na+(1) interacts with 
the phosphate P‘ in the order of 163 kcal/mol and Na+(2) 
with P in 156 kcal/mol, hence the interaction energy 
between the sodium cations and the phosphate groups in 
about 319 kcal/mol. Therefore the non-hydrated state of 
Na+-B-DNA is more stabilized than B-DNA in the order 

of 254 kcal/mol which corresponds to about twice as much 
as the total interaction energy between the different groups 
of the non-hydrated B-DNA. From this result, we can 
see that the counter-ion may be a predominant factor 
in the stabilization of the DNA structure.

The stabilization through the hydration of Na十一B-DNA 
is brought about by two different effects; (1) the interaction 
energies between groups, and (2) the interaction energy 
between sodium cation and its coordinated water molecules, 
both due to the introduction of water into the system. In 
Table 4, the first type of effect is shown, which is less than 
that of B-DNA in the order of 88 kcal/mol. The stabili
zation of 사le hydrated Na+-B-DNA produced by this type 
of efiect is thus about 32 kcal/mol compared with 55 kcal/ 
mol in B-DNA. As it can be seen in Table 3 that the second 
effect amounts to —166.1 kcal/mol, the overall stabilization 
energy of the hydrated Na+-B-DNA is about —596 kcal/ 
mol which includes the interaction energy between Na+ and 
the phosphate group.

The hydrated Na+-B~DNA is stabilized more than the 
non-hydrated Na+-B-DNA in the order of 198 kcal/mol and 
about eight times as much as the hydrated B-DNA. The 
overall comparison between the interaction energies is listed 
in Table 6. The precise amount of this stabilization energy 
may be questionable, of course, what is certai이y significant, 
however, is its relatively large val니e and perhaps still more 
the information which it may produce on the nature of the 
interactions involved in the stabilization of the DNA structure.

Isotope Effect on the Hydration of Nq노-B-DNA. The inter- 
ation energies due to the isotope efiect on the hydration 
of Na+-B-DNA are illustrated in Tables 1, 3, 4 and 6.
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Non-hydrated Hydrated

TABLE 6: Comparison of Intem자hm Energies between Na+ Free 
and Bound B-DNA (Units in Kcal/mol)

Na+ bound Na+ free Na+ bound Na+ free

一 78.3 一 143.3 -110.5 -198.9

E? 一 3I9.2

一 397.5 一 143.3

(-122.5/ 
-485.3

(一 488.6)。

— 595.8 一 198.9
Enverall

eEg denote the total interact on energies
(-611.1/ 
between the different

groups. 이E$ denote the interaction energy between Na+ and the 
phosphate group for the non-hydrated Na+-B-DNA, and the 
sum of the interaction energies between sodium cation and its 
coordinated water and the interaction energy between Na+ and 
the phosphate group for the hydrated Na+-B-DNA. cVaIues in 
parentheses correspond to those for D2O.

We, of course, assumed that the overall differences in the 
intermolecular forces are resulted from the different confi
gurations of H2O and D2O in the ground-state vibrational 
levels. The optimized coordination distances between sodium 
and the oxygen atoms of the deuterated waters are shown 
Table 1 and their average value, 2.43 A, shows no re
markable difference compared with that in the case of 
water.

The differences in the intera이ion energies of the hydration 
of Na+ and between the different groups due to the isotope 
efTect are 3.3 kcal/m이 and 12 kcal/mol, respectiv이y (see 
Tables 3 and 4). The overall stabilization energy through 
나k substitution of DQ for H2O is thus about 15 kcal/mol 
which is much the same as the stacking energy of the 
neighbouring bases or the interaction energy between sugar 
and phosphate groups.

Conclusions

In spite of the questionable amount of the stabilization 
energy of B-DNA, it seems nevertheless that the present 
study accounts at least on the qualitative level for the 
schemes of the sodium cation binding and the hydration 
in the static B-DNA, which is in good agreement with ab 
inito self-consistent field molecular calculations and X-ray 
crystallographic results.

By comparing the intera아ion energies both in the hy
drated state and in the non-hydrated one, which include 
the binding energies of sodium cations to the phosphate 
groups or the interaction energy between sodium cation 
and its coordinated water molecules, Na+-B-DNA is 
known to be singificantly stabilized more than B-DNA.

For the more realistic hydration structure around DNA 
and the stabilization energy due to the hydration, the 
conformational change and the interaction between two 
complementary strands of double-helical structure of the 
DNA must be considered, and the temperature parameter 
is also needed.
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Chemical shift values of a-proton of trans- and czj-methyl cinnamates are well correlated with a (ah , and 
and (F, 7?) (r =0.999—0.879). It is observed that (I) the degree of variation of value by varying the substit
uents in /rtzws-cinnamates is similar to that of c(5-cinnamates (p心*=0.296, p,“=0.284), (2) resonance contribution 
is larger in the mg-cinnamates than that in the cAy-cinnamates, but inductive contribution is reversed, (3) for 
m-substituted derivatives, resonance contribution is very small compared to that for p-substituted derivatives.

Introduction

Attempts have been made by many workers to relate 
chemical shifts of various type of compounds to specific 
substituent properties such as electronegativity1 or dipole 
moment2 as well as to correlate them with more general 
expressions of substituent ability to affect electron density 
such as, for example, the well known Hammett a constants 
and variations3 thereof. Explanations involving either the 
magnetic4 or electric field5 arising in a substituent have been 
advanced.

Wittstruck and Trachtenberg6 found that perturbations in 
their chemical shifts are caused mainly by inductive and 
resonance effects rather than by electric and magnetic field 
effects in the case of cinnamic acid. Wehrli, et 이J calculated 
^-electron density of vinyl proton by LCAO-MO method, 
and they could observe that there is a linear correlation 
between chemical shift of vinly proton and electron density 
on the side chain of /raw^-cinnamic acid (尸=0.77). It is 
found by Katritzky and Swinbourne8 that there is a good 
correlationship between the chemical shifts of a-proton 
and Hammett ^-constants of ring substituents in cinnamic 
acids (r—0.973 in dimethyl sulfoxide, r=0.912 in tri fluo

roacetic acid), but less so for the ^-protons (尸=0.850). 
They proposed that steric and magnetic anisotropic effects 
(possibly including ring current) are the cause of the 
poor relationship for the j8-protons.

In order to exclude the possibility of interfering effect of 
hydroxyl group and to increase the solubility in organic 
solvents, the acid is esterified. Thus we determined the 
chemical shifts of vinyl protons of trans- and c/5-methyl 
cinnamates, and corerlated them with Hammett equation 
(eq. 1) and its variations (cq. 2, eq.3).9-11

3Ha. 工=伙7 +阳" (eq. 1)
하以广仞勿+dH* o (eq. 2)

工="+次+吼,0 (eq. 3)
扁 (eq. 4)

=(〃丿》 (eq. 5)
人，，， = (PR】Pl)m (eq. 6)
允' = (rlf)m (eq. 7)
孔 —(^-p) transl (^p)cis (eq. 8)
Np =) trans! )cis (eq. 9)
Nm —(trans!(cis (eq. 10)
N，，，' —(為* )trans! ()cis (eq. 11)

where F and R are the substituent constants corresponding


